Train Boys TO USE THE

... the Practical Design, Lettering and Cutout Machine of Industry

The CUTAWL fits into the plan of modern education, which aims to combine practical training with theoretical and academic instruction.

Regardless of what your graduates do in years to come, their knowledge of the use and application of CUTAWL will be of value. They may answer the direct call of industry for skilled CUTAWL operators. They may enter the merchandising field where a knowledge of lettering, advertising displays and cutouts will prove valuable. The CUTAWL develops initiative and the capacity for planned creative work, qualities which are of the utmost worth in any field of endeavor.

The CUTAWL will add interest to shop courses because it does a great number of unusual things in a unique and interesting way. It is easy to operate—with very little practice students will learn to cut out letters for signs, panels for radio and phonograph grilles, intricate veneer overlays and inlays for furniture, toys, models, maps, puzzles and stencils for decorating.

The School which owns a CUTAWL has no need to call in outside decorators for any school function. The Commencement stage is doubly attractive to parents and students when they know the sets and backgrounds were designed by the Art Class and executed by the Manual Training Students. The CUTAWL makes stage scenery and backgrounds for the school play, grills work decorations for the senior dance, raised letter announcements of athletic contests. Let the CUTAWL help make every school function a display of student ability from beginning to end.

Easy to Operate—Safe to Handle The Ideal Tool for Students

The average boy learns to operate the CUTAWL with accuracy in half an hour. Protected parts and special design of the cutting mechanism insure maximum safety.

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.
15 SOUTH THROOP STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Try the Cutawl 10 Days Free
USE IT IN YOUR SCHOOL SHOP—NO OBLIGATION

Try the CUTAWL without cost or obligation. Use it yourself, let your students operate it, study the work it does and how your pupils react to it. If it doesn’t meet every test, send it back and we will pay all shipping charges. Send the coupon for a catalog and how a CUTAWL may be secured on ten days’ free trial.

A CUTAWL in Your School Will Pay for Itself
Let Students Do Work for Local Merchants and Theatres

When you include the CUTAWL in your shop equipment you are not spending money, you are making an investment. You will not only produce better trained graduates from your school, but with the CUTAWL you pay many of the expenses of your manual training department. Students can use the CUTAWL to do work for local merchants. They can make window displays, cutouts for the neighborhood theatre, signs, and use the income for school shop purposes. Also, let the manual training department sell to the school armbands and pennants cut out with the CUTAWL instead of having an outside firm make the profit. The modest investment in a CUTAWL will be earned many times over.

The CUTAWL cuts the following materials:

Aluminum sheet, asbestos, Beaver board, brass sheet, cardboard, celluloid, celotex, cloth, compo board, copper sheet, Cornell board, felt, fibre sheet, homasote, leather, linoleum, masonite, rubber sheet, Upson board, veneer, wallboard, wood and zinc sheet.

The CUTAWL weighs only 13 lbs.; boys handle it with assurance and safety. It slides easily on its polished-steel base plate, cutting in any direction. All working parts are fully protected. Shaft runs on ball bearings. Swivel lock permits straight line cutting with chisel or saw. Oil seal insures ample lubrication without leakage. All parts are of sturdy construction to permit smooth operation, high speed and a capacity to cut a wide range of materials. Stroke is adjustable from 3/16" to 3/4" and by replacing the chisel with a saw as much as 1 3/8" may be cut.

Cutout work done with the CUTAWL by students under the direction of Mr. Ralph Shoop, Manual Training Instructor, Lathrop Polytechnic Institute, Kansas City, Missouri.

CUTAWL DESIGNS

A book of design suggestions. Contains 96 original cutout patterns and 70 full page photographs of prize winning displays. A remarkable book, containing a wide variety of unique suggestions. It’s worth many times its cost of $2.50 postpaid. Use the coupon to order your copy.

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.
15 South Throop Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen:
Without obligation, please send further description of the CUTAWL. Also let me know how we may secure one on TEN DAYS’ TRIAL.

Name
School
Address

Send me postpaid a copy of the book "CUTAWL DESIGNS" described in your circular.

☐ Enclosed herewith $2.50 (money order or check).
☐ Send C. O. D. for $2.50.

Please Mail the Coupon

[Image of CUTAWL advertisement with a picture of a classroom using the CUTAWL]